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TRNProvide a disabled or HIV
0006655025/TD- infected or poor child with
0007290545
uniforms, casual wear and a
school bag

Annapareddy
Baji

Success

20-Jul-2017

Nikhila

TRNProvide a disabled or HIV
0006626842/TD- infected or poor child with
0007261067
uniforms, casual wear and a
school bag

Kollipara Durga Success
Sai

20-Jul-2017

The beneficiary Baji was at
school, so I met his
grandmother. She confirmed
receiving two sets of uniforms
and one set of clothes, along
with a school bag a month back.
Baji is also part of the MDO and
receives a nutrition kit every
month.
The beneficiary was at school,
so spoke to his mother. She
confirmed receiving two sets of
unifrms and one set of clothes
along with a school back a
month ago.
Pitchamma was out working in
the fields, so I spoke to her
mother-in-law. She confirmed
receiving the nutrition kit since
the last one year.
Mastan Bee wasn't home, so I
spoke to her neighbour. She
confirmed that Mastan Bee had
been receiving the nutrition kit
every month. The neighbour is
also a beneficiary.
Spoke to Gundamma. She
confirmed receiving the said
amount from CERDS a couple
of months back, to which she
added her own savings in order
to buy a healthier buffalo. She
had the insurance papers as
well.
Venkayamma wasn't home, so I
spoke to her son. He confirmed
receiving the said amount from
CERDS a couple of months
back, to which they added their
own savings in order to buy a
healthier buffalo. The insurance
papers were with the village
volunteer.
Spoke to Hanumaiah's wife
since he was out fishing. She
confirmed receiving the net
aound three months back, along
with the other families in the
community.
Spoke to Sivaiah's wife since he
was out fishing. She confirmed
receiving the net aound three
months back, along with the
other families in the community.
Spoke to the beneficiary- she
confirmed receiving bricks,
cement, commode, and faucet
free of cost from CERDS. They
got the sand, asbestos roof and
labour to finish it.
Spoke to the beneficiary- she
confirmed receiving bricks,
cement, commode, and faucet
free of cost from CERDS. They
got the sand, asbestos roof and
labour to finish it.
Couldn't reach the beneficiary's
village due to rain and distance.
Spoke to the beneficiary
through phone, and she
confirmed getting a borewell
built near their house in March.
Couldn't reach the beneficiary's
village due to rain and distance.
Spoke to the beneficiary
through phone, and she
confirmed getting a borewell
built near their house in March.
Met the beneficiary- she
confirmed receiving all the listed
groceries(Rava, eggs, channa,
Ragi powder, dal etc) every
month since the last couple of
years.
Met the beneficiary- she
confirmed receiving all the listed
groceries(Rava, eggs, channa,
Ragi powder, dal etc) every
month since the last couple of
years.

TRNProvide six months nutrition kit Mekala
0006692347/TD- for a weak HIV infected person Pitchamma
0007336086

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNProvide six months nutrition kit Palanati
0006692343/TD- for a weak HIV infected person Mastan Bee
0007336045

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNContribute to help a poor,
0006726461/TD- disadvantaged or divorced
0007379318
woman or widow purchase a
buffalo

Kopparapu
Gundamma

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNContribute to help a poor,
0006726461/TD- disadvantaged or divorced
0007379318
woman or widow purchase a
buffalo

Jonnalagadda
Venkayamma

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNProvide a fishing net for a very Yendeti
0006692222/TD- poor tribal fisherman
Hanumaiah
0007337754

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNProvide a fishing net for a very Namburi
0006692219/TD- poor tribal fisherman
Sivaiah
0007336306

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNConstruct a toilet for a poor
0006636200/TD- disabled person or an elderly
0007269651
woman or a HIV / AIDS
infected woman

Ambadapudi
Kumari

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNConstruct a toilet for a poor
0006691964/TD- disabled person or an elderly
0007337031
woman or a HIV / AIDS
infected woman

Suraboina
Lakshmi
Kantham

Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNInstall a bore well with platform Alumarla
Success
0006692023/TD- for 30 disadvantaged rural
Nageswaramm
0007337048
families
a, W/o. Arjuna
Reddy

20-Jul-2017

TRNInstall a bore well with platform Mukiri
0006692022/TD- for 30 disadvantaged rural
Manikhyam,
0007337068
families
W/o. Venkata
Swamy

Success

20-Jul-2017

MDO-0288/16

Nutrition kit for a HIV infected
child / woman

Nelluri Lakshmi Success
Bai

20-Jul-2017

MDO-0288/9

Nutrition kit for a HIV infected
child / woman

Koriviu Mariya
Rani

20-Jul-2017

Success

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila

Nikhila
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Success

20-Jul-2017

TRNSewing machine and 3 month Kancharla Siva Success
0006691994/TD- vocational skill training for a
Koteswaramma
0007337621
poor adolescent girl or woman

20-Jul-2017

Couldn't meet the beneficiary
Nikhila
since nobody was at home.
Spoke to another beneficiary
Madhavi, who stayed close by.
She confirmed receiving the
vocational training about four
months back, along with her
mother, Aruna. It was free of
cost and they didn't have to pay
for anything.
Couldn't meet the beneficiary
Nikhila
since nobody was at home.
Spoke to another beneficiary
Aruna, who stayed close by.
She confirmed receiving the
vocational training about four
months back, along with her
daughter, Madhavi. It was free
of cost and they didn't have to
pay for anything.

TRNSewing machine and 3 month Pillalamarri
0006691995/TD- vocational skill training for a
Sarala Devi
0007337613
poor adolescent girl or woman

Assessor
Name

